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Fast charge sensing of a cavity-coupled double quantum dot using a Josephson

parametric amplifier
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We demonstrate fast readout of a double quantum dot (DQD) that is coupled to a superconduct-
ing resonator. Utilizing a parametric amplifier beyond its range of linear amplification, we improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a factor of 2000 compared to the situation with the parametric
amplifier turned off. With an integration time of 400 ns comparable to the inverse effective band-
width we achieve a SNR of 76. By measuring the SNR as a function of the integration time we
extract an equivalent charge sensitivity of 8 × 10−5 e/

√
Hz. The high SNR allows us to acquire

a DQD charge stability diagram in just 20 ms. At such a high data rate, it is possible to acquire
charge stability diagrams in a live “video-mode,” enabling real time tuning of the DQD confinement
potential.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 73.63.Kv, 85.35.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional charge transport experiments directly
measure the electrical conductance or current flow
through a sample. Instead of measuring the rate at which
electrons flow through a sample, it is sometimes desirable
to have direct access to the charge degree of freedom us-
ing sensitive electrometers. For example, charge sens-
ing can be used for real-time counting of electrons [1],
imaging of current flow through nanostructures such as
quantum point contacts [2], imaging electron-hole pud-
dles in graphene [3], and single electron capacitance spec-
troscopy of quantum Hall states [4, 5]. Charge detection
is also a necessary ingredient for quantum computation
using electrons trapped in gate defined quantum dots
[6, 7]. For spin qubits, a process called spin-to-charge
conversion is used for readout [8, 9]. Charge sensing is
also needed to accurately measure the charge stability di-
agram of double quantum dots (DQD) and determine the
absolute electron occupancy. Sensing in quantum dots
has traditionally been performed using quantum point
contacts (QPC) or single electron transistors (SET) [10–
12].

One method to improve the charge sensing bandwidth
involves embedding the QPC or SET in a resonant tank
circuit and performing rf-reflectometry [13–15]. Reflec-
tometry experiments have so far utilized standard cryo-
genic low-noise amplifiers [16]. The increased data acqui-
sition rate of rf-based measurements reduces the suscep-
tibility to 1/f noise and enables single-shot spin readout
[17].

While rf-reflectometry has allowed charge detection
times as short as 100 ns with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
∼ 10 [18, 19], embedding a RF-QPC or RF-SET in a
quantum device is not always feasible or desirable. An
alternative route towards significant SNR improvements
is offered by the application of Josephson parametric am-
plifiers (JPAs), which have recently accelerated progress
in the field of superconducting circuits [20–26]. JPAs are

quantum limited in the sense that the dominant amount
of their added noise originates from vacuum fluctuations
[22, 27, 28]. They have enabled high fidelity single shot
readout of qubit states [29, 30], realization of quantum
feedback protocols [31, 32], precise readout of nanome-
chanical resonators [33], exploration of higher order pho-
ton field correlations [34], as well as squeezed light ex-
periments [22, 35, 36].

In this paper we demonstrate JPA-assisted readout of
a DQD that is coupled to a high frequency supercon-
ducting cavity. We achieve a factor of 2000 improvement
in the SNR using a readout signal that exceeds the dy-
namic range of the JPA. Here the signal experiences a
larger amplification than the incoming noise. The large
SNR allows us to efficiently map out the DQD charge
stability diagram in just 20 ms using a dual gate-voltage
rastering scheme. Such dramatic improvements enable
real-time “video-mode” tuning of a DQD device. The
improvements in sensitivity that JPA assisted readout
provides can be utilized to more efficiently optimize the
increasingly complex quantum dot architectures that are
being developed [37–39].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The mechanism employed for reading out the charge
states of the DQD is based on the electrical dipole cou-
pling between the DQD and the superconducting mi-
crowave cavity. Due to this coupling the DQD imposes
a frequency shift and an additional load onto the cav-
ity, which depends on the DQD’s internal state [40–42].
We probe this induced change of the cavity transmission
coefficient with a coherent tone applied to the cavity at
frequency fin = 7881 MHz and power Pin = −110 dBm.
The readout of the DQD charge states thus translates
into discriminating between microwave fields of different
amplitude and phase. We improve the SNR of this de-
scrimination by utilizing a JPA. The device used for our
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Figure 1. (a) Diagram of the experimental setup. A readout
tone at frequency fin is applied to the cavity input port. The
output field of the cavity is sent through a circulator, am-
plified using a JPA and then demodulated into the I and Q
quadratures. The amplification band of the JPA is flux-tuned
using a small coil that creates a magnetic field B. A direc-
tional coupler is used to couple in the pump field at frequency
fpump. (b) Illustration of the DQD-cavity system. A single
nanowire is placed on top of 5 depletion gates. Negative volt-
ages on the gates establish a double-well potential, forming
the DQD. (c) Optical micrograph of the JPA, which is im-
plemented as a quarter-wavelength resonator shunted by an
array of 5 SQUIDs. The resonator is coupled to the input port
using an interdigitated planar capacitor (outlined in green).
A scanning electron micrograph showing the SQUID array is
outlined in red. (d) Schematic of the magnetic shielding used
to isolate the JPA from the superconducting magnet around
the DQD. The JPA is housed in a copper box magnetically
shielded by one aluminum and two amumetal 4k cylinders.

experiment consists of two InAs DQDs of which one is
left idle throughout the experiment. The device archi-
tecture and readout chain [see Fig. 1] are described in
detail below.

The DQD is fabricated using a bottom-gated architec-
ture as shown in Fig. 1(b) [43]. We place a single InAs
nanowire of nominally 50 nm diameter [44] across five de-
pletion gates [45]. We label the gates VLW, VL, VM, VR,
and VRW. A double-well potential is formed by selectively
depleting the nanowire using the bottom gates [45]. Here
VLW and VRW control the left and right barriers, VL and
VR control µL and µR, the electrochemical potential of
each dot, and VM controls the interdot tunneling rate [7].
After passivating the nanowire using an ammonium poly-
sulfide etch [46] we deposit Ti/Au contacts to form the

source and drain electrodes.
The source contact of the DQD is connected to a volt-

age anti-node of a half-wavelength superconducting res-
onator with a resonance frequency fc = 7881 MHz, see
Fig. 1(b) [41]. The drain is connected to the resonator
ground plane. The resonator is fabricated from a 50 nm
thick Nb film, which is sputter deposited on a high re-
sistivity silicon substrate with a 250 nm thick layer of
thermally grown SiO2. The input and output capaci-
tors result in input and output coupling rates κin/2π ≈
κout/2π ≈ 0.39 MHz. Additional internal radiation losses
result in a total cavity decay rate κtot/2π = 2.6 MHz
equivalent to a loaded quality factor Qc ∼ 3000.
As shown in Fig. 1(c) the JPA is implemented as a

quarter-wavelength resonator etched from a 200 nm Nb
layer on top of a sapphire substrate [22, 36]. The in-
put port has a coupling rate κJPA/2π ≈ 100 MHz and is
formed using an interdigitated capacitor geometry with
a capacitance of approximately 40 fF. The resonator is
shunted by a series array of M = 5 superconducting
quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), which are fab-
ricated from aluminum using the Dolan bridge technique
[47]. The SQUIDs act as a non-linear inductive element
required for amplification. Using an array of M = 5
SQUIDs enhances the dynamic range compared to sin-
gle SQUID designs [48]. We design each SQUID to have
a maximal Josephson energy EJ/h = 7 ± 0.5 THz cor-
responding to a critical current Ic = 14 µA. A detailed
treatment of the design considerations of this class of
amplifiers is given in Ref. [48].
The JPA is protected by three layers of magnetic

shielding [see Fig. 1(d)] to allow for operation in the
presence of a large external magnetic field, as required
for spin qubit experiments. Two concentric amumetal
4k cylinders provide a high degree of isolation from the
magnetic field that is generated by the superconducting
magnet. The third inner cylinder is made of supercon-
ducting aluminum and shields the JPA due to the Meiss-
ner effect. For magnetic fields up to 100 mT we detect
no shift in the JPA resonance frequency.

III. OPERATIONAL MODE OF THE

JOSEPHSON PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER

We characterize the JPA resonance in the linear regime
by measuring the reflected phase Φ as a function of
current through a bias coil mounted below the JPA.
The applied magnetic field changes the flux threaded
through the SQUID loops, which modulates the effec-
tive Jospehson inductance and with it the resonance fre-
quency, see Fig. 2(a). In order to operate the device as an
amplifier we make use of the non-linear nature of the JPA
resonance. By pumping it with a strong coherent tone
at frequency fpump = fc and power Ppump = −94 dBm,
we achieve wave mixing processes leading to parametric
gain. We characterize the band of amplification by apply-
ing a weak test tone at frequency f and measuring the
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power gain G. For the chosen pump configuration the
resulting gain exceeds 30 dB with a nearly Lorentzian
shaped gain profile of width Bw = 3.8 MHz as shown in
Fig. 2(b).

For the purpose of this experiment we utilize the am-
plifier in phase-sensitive mode by setting the frequency of
the cavity probe fin equal to the pump frequency fpump

[22, 49]. In this operational mode the origin of amplifica-
tion can be understood from the power-dependent phase
response of the JPA, see Fig. 2(c). The signal to be am-
plified changes the total power Ptot incident on the JPA
resulting in a large measurable phase shift. The pump
power of Ppump = −94 dBm is chosen to maximize the
slope |dΦ/dPtot| ≈ 600◦/dBm. The total power Ptot de-
pends on the amplitude and phase of the cavity output
field according to:

Ptot =
∣

∣

∣

√

Ppump + t
√

Pine
iφr

∣

∣

∣

2

. (1)

Here t is the complex cavity transmission coefficient and
φr is the relative phase shift between the cavity input
and pump fields. For cavity output powers |t|2 Pin .
−135 dBm, this change in power is small such that the
phase gradient dΦ/dPtot is approximately constant [gray
shaded area in Fig. 2(c)] and the JPA behaves like a linear
amplifier.

In contrast, here we operate the amplifier beyond its
range of linear amplification by increasing the cavity
probe power to Pin = −110 dBm. This introduces ampli-
tude dependent amplification leading to further improve-
ments in SNR when discriminating between the two rel-
evant charge states of the DQD. We label these states
as “on” and “off” for convenience. For the chosen read-
out and pump power configuration we estimate Ptot to
be −94.1 dBm for the on state and −93.9 dBm for the
off state, as indicated in Fig. 2(c). Around both the on
and off state |dΦ/dPtot| . 100◦/dBm, which is signifi-
cantly smaller than the average |dΦ/dPtot| ≈ 300◦/ dBm
between the two states. As a result, the average sig-
nal associated with the difference between the on and
off states is amplified more than the small fluctuations
around the two states. Operation in the non-linear am-
plification regime can thus improve the SNR beyond the
limits imposed on linear amplifiers [27].

The signal exiting the JPA is further amplified using
a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier at
the 3 K stage of the dilution refrigerator and room tem-
perature amplifiers (see Appendix A for a complete cir-
cuit diagram). We can turn off the JPA by simply re-
moving the pump tone. Here the signal from the cavity
reflects off of the JPA with unity gain. In both cases
we demodulate the signal using a heterodyne detection
setup. We first downconvert the signal to 12.5 MHz by
mixing it with a local oscillator tone flo = fin + 12.5
MHz. It is then digitized using a FPGA-based digital
homodyne stage to recover the I and Q quadrature am-
plitudes.
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Figure 2. (a) Reflected phase Φ as a function of bias coil cur-
rent I and probe frequency f . The resonance frequency of the
JPA is indicated by a large phase shift. (b) Gain as a func-
tion of frequency for the JPA configured as a linear amplifier
in phase insensitive mode. We achieve a gain of ∼ 4000 (36
dB) with a bandwidth Bw = 3.8 MHz. (c) Phase Φ of the
signal reflected off of the JPA as a function of the total inci-
dent power Ptot. Grey area indicates the power range around
Ppump = -94 dBm for which amplification is approximately
linear. Green and red shaded areas schematically represent
noise induced power fluctuations around the average Ptot as-
sociated with the DQD on and off state, respectively.

IV. DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT CHARGE

DETECTION

We now highlight the dramatic enhancement in the
data acquisition rate that is enabled by the JPA. We
first demonstrate rapid measurements of a large-scale
DQD charge stability diagram. We then compare the
SNR values obtained with and without the JPA. Finally,
we demonstrate video-mode acquisition of charge stabil-
ity diagrams using a rastered sweep of two gate voltages.
The resulting data display is similar to a cathode ray
tube and of a comparable refresh rate.

A. Double Quantum Dot Charge Stability Diagram

A large scale charge stability diagram is shown in
Fig. 3, where we plot the normalizedQ quadrature ampli-
tude as a function of VL and VR. These data are acquired
by measuring the total reflected field from the JPA with
the JPA pump tone on. With the DQD in Coulomb
blockade, the resonator is insensitive to the DQD, result-
ing in large regions in the stability diagram with uniform
amplitude and phase. Following previous work, we nor-
malize the amplitude A = I + iQ, such that |A| = 1 and
arg (A) = 0 in these charge stability islands [41]. With
this normalization the sensitivity of the Q quadrature to
charge transitions is maximized and its mean value in
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Figure 3. DQD charge stability diagram extracted by plotting
the normalized Q quadrature amplitude as a function of gate
voltages VL and VR. The plot was taken with the JPA turned
on and only took 2 minutes to acquire. Dashed lines are guides
to the eye.

Coulomb blockade is 〈Q〉 = 0.
When an electron can tunnel between the two dots

(interdot charge transition) or on and off one of the
dots (single dot charge transition), the transmitted field
through the resonator will be affected, which we detect
as a non-zero Q quadrature amplitude. As a result the
data in Fig. 3 trace out the charge stability diagram of
the DQD [7]. The nearly horizontal lines are associated
with the addition or removal of an electron from the left
dot. The lines with positive slope correspond to inter-
dot charge transitions where the total electron number is
fixed, but an electron moves from one dot to the other.
Due to the large distance between the cavity center pin
and the right tunnel barrier, right dot charge transitions
are not visible. We can infer their location based on the
positions of the interdot charging lines. We use the charg-
ing lines to label the electron states as (n,m), where n
(m) is the number of electrons on the left (right) dot.
For this data set, the device is configured in the many-
electron regime, where n ∼ m ∼ 20. We note that the
data shown in Fig. 3 were acquired in just 2 minutes.
In comparison, acquiring similar quality data using our
previous RF-reflectometry approach would take 20 min-
utes [50]. Measurements using standard low frequency
conductance measurements of a quantum point contact
would require approximately an hour.

B. Signal-to-Noise Measurements

To quantify the improvement in the SNR due to the
JPA we investigate the sensing signal at an interdot
charge transition. Interdot charge transitions are most
relevant in quantum control experiments since interdot
tunneling is spin selective and can be used to distinguish
spin singlet and triplet states [9, 41, 51, 52]. Figures
4(a–b) show charge stability diagrams obtained near the
(n,m + 1) ↔ (n − 1,m + 2) interdot charge transition.
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Figure 4. (a–b) Q quadrature amplitude plotted as a function
of VL and VR near the (n,m + 1) ↔ (n − 1,m + 2) interdot
charge transition. (a) Data taken with the JPA on, and (b)
with the JPA off. For both cases each point of the colormap
is integrated for τ = 42 µs. (c–d) Traces of the Q quadrature
amplitude showing the interdot charge transition for different
per-point integration times τ . (c) Data taken with the JPA
on (traces are offset by 1 for clarity), and (d) with the JPA off
(traces are offset by 1.5 for clarity). (e) Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for the interdot charge transition as a function of the
integration time τ . Amplification with the JPA results in a
factor of 2000 improvement in the SNR. Solid lines are fits to
Eq. 2.

For each point of the colormap the Q quadrature is av-
eraged for τ = 42 µs. For a direct comparison, the data
in Fig. 4(a) were acquired with the JPA turned on, while
the data in Fig. 4(b) were acquired with the JPA turned
off. The dramatic increase in the visibility of the charge
transitions in Fig. 4(a) provides direct confirmation of
increased SNR when the JPA is used. For a quantita-
tive comparison, we ramp the gate voltage VL along the
dashed lines shown in Figs. 4(a–b) with a 50 Hz repetition
rate and record time traces of the resultant Q quadrature
amplitude. To study the SNR as a function of the effec-
tive per point integration time τ , we oversample at 12.5
MS/s and then apply an appropriately sized digital box-
car filter (see Appendix B). The results for τ = 400 ns
and τ = 25 µs with the JPA turned on are shown in
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Fig. 4(c). Even with τ = 400 ns the interdot signal is
clearly discernible. Following standard electronic refer-
ences, we define the SNR as the ratio of the signal power
to the noise power in the measured channel [53]. Using
this definition,

SNR =
∆Q2

σ2
, (2)

where ∆Q is the amplitude of the interdot charge tran-
sition signal and σ is the root-mean-square amplitude of
the noise of the Q quadrature in Coulomb blockade [see
Fig. 4(c)]. In the case of τ = 400 ns, we obtain a SNR
≈ 76.
As illustrated by the data in Fig. 4(d), the SNR is much

worse when only the HEMT is used. With τ = 25 µs
the SNR = 1.4, meaning the interdot charge transition
is barely resolvable. The signal can be recovered by in-
creasing τ . Increasing τ beyond 500 µs is accomplished
by averaging multiple time-traces (see Appendix B). The
result for τ = 6.4 ms is shown in the upper trace of
Fig. 4(d).
The SNR is plotted as a function of the effective inte-

gration time τ in Fig. 4(e) with the JPA on and off. In
both cases the curves are very well fit with

SNR(τ) =
τ

τmin
. (3)

Here τmin is a fitting parameter that corresponds to the
minimum integration time required to achieve a SNR =
1. With the JPA on, a best fit is obtained with τonmin = 7
ns, while with the JPA off τoffmin = 16 µs, corresponding
to a factor of 2000 improvement in the SNR. The lin-
ear dependence of the SNR on τ is expected and can be
understood from the fact that τ sets the effective low-
pass filter of the detection chain. Decreasing τ increases
the bandwidth and therefore the noise power, while the
signal power will remain constant [53].
We now estimate the minimum time required for sin-

gle charge detection, in terms of both sensitivity and ul-
timate bandwidth. From the fitting described above the
minimum integration time necessary for a SNR = 1 is
τonmin = 7 ns. Since charge sensitivity is related to mini-
mum integration time through: S = e

√
τmin, our detector

has an equivalent charge sensitivity of 8 × 10−5 e/
√
Hz

[17, 19]. This is about an order of magnitude below the
sensitivities achieved in state of the art RF-SETs [54] and
two orders of magnitude above sensitivities obtained in
comparable DQD setups [19].
The bandwidth of our detection chain is limited by the

cavity linewidth and the JPA bandwidth. The former is
set by κtot/2π ≈ 2.6 MHz and can be extended by in-
creasing the output coupling capacitance. The latter is
constrained by the JPA bandwidth. In our case we esti-
mate the JPA bandwidth to be approximately 3.8 MHz
based on measurements in the linear regime. This limit
can be circumvented by more advanced amplifier designs
[55–58]. The above means that we are bandwidth limited
by the cavity to detection times longer than ≈ 400 ns.
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Figure 5. Normalized Q quadrature amplitude as a function
of VL and VR. The scan was acquired by rastering the gate
voltages over a 20 ms period. The rastering scheme is il-
lustrated in the lower inset. Starting in the lower left hand
corner of the stability diagram, VR is repeatedly ramped with
a 40 µs period. At the same time VL is ramped up with a 20
ms period. The rastering configuration is similar to cathode-
ray-tube monitors. The high SNR then allows for real-time
tuning of the DQD. This is accomplished using an intuitive
user interface pictured in the upper inset.

C. Video-Mode Data Acquisition

With the high SNR obtained at integration times as
low as τ = 400 ns it is possible to acquire 100 × 100
point color maps in just 4 ms. We have taken advan-
tage of this by developing a dual gate-voltage rastering
scheme illustrated in the lower inset of Fig. 5. Starting
in the lower left corner of the charge stability diagram,
we repeatedly ramp VR with a 40 µs period. At the same
time we also ramp VL with a 20 ms period. The resulting
data set rasters over a two-dimensional voltage subspace
within a 20 ms period. During this time we record a sin-
gle time trace of the measured quadrature with τ = 400
ns and reorder it to form a 2D image that can be dis-
played. A sample frame acquired using this approach is
shown in Fig. 5.

As coupled quantum dot systems continue to scale
in complexity, it will become increasingly important to
rapidly obtain charge stability diagrams and optimize
the relevant tunneling rates. Traditionally, gate voltages
have been optimized through a slow iterative process that
involves changing gate voltages and observing the result-
ing charge stability diagram. The process is time con-
suming, in part due to the time necessary to acquire a
new scan of the charge transition being tuned (often on
the order of minutes). We have built a simple user inter-
face to control the experiment (see upper inset of Fig. 5)
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Lower Left Barrier

Video 1. Demonstration of live tuning of a DQD device. We
adjust the gate voltage settings while the DQD charge stabil-
ity diagram is continuously acquired and displayed. Starting
from a DQD, we first lower the left barrier until a single dot
is formed. We then raise the left barrier to recover a DQD
charge stability diagram.

and use our rastering scheme to continuously update the
charge transition in question. A set of buttons is used
to interactively adjust electrostatic gate voltages, while
the results of the parameter tuning are displayed in real-
time. This gives immediate feedback and allows one to
arrive at the optimal gate voltages with ease. Video 1 is
a demonstration of this form of device tuning.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have used a JPA for fast measure-
ments of a cavity-coupled semiconductor DQD. The ad-
dition of the JPA results in a factor of 2000 improvement
in the SNR compared to the setup with the JPA turned
off. As a result, the minimum time to detect a single
charge is limited by the linewidth of the cavity. We also
develop a dual gate-voltage rastering scheme that allows
us to capture a charge stability diagram in 20 ms. This
enables real-time device tuning, which has the potential
to greatly increase the rate at which complex quantum
dot devices are optimized.
The SNR enhancements also have important impli-

cations for readout of spin qubits. For a cavity-
coupled DQD the interdot charge transition signal is
spin-sensitive [41, 52]. Due to the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, spin singlet and triplet states have different charge
susceptibilities. As a result, improvements in charge
sensing directly translate into improvements in spin-state
readout. Finally, the three layers of magnetic shielding
that we employ allows integration of the JPA amplifier
with spin qubit experiments, where magnetic fields are
needed to Zeeman split the spin states [51]. It is there-
fore now feasible to take advantage of the highly desir-
able low-noise performance of superconducting amplifiers
in spin qubit experiments.
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Appendix A: Complete Circuit Diagram

The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The
experiment consists of several subcomponents, which we
now describe in detail:

1. Gate voltage generation circuit, which creates the
appropriate time dependent gate signals.

2. JPA pump and bias setup.

3. Demodulation circuit, which recovers the resultant
I and Q quadratures.

1. Gate Voltage Generation

To generate the necessary time dependent gate volt-
ages we employ three different instruments. First a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generates all of the dc
gate voltages. The DAC outputs are filtered using a stan-
dard RC-filter at room temperature and a combination of
RC filters and MiniCircuits LFCN-80 filters at the mixing
chamber. For fast sweeping of gate voltages, ac signals
are added to these dc gate biases. For sweeps of the left
gate voltage VL, we add the dc gate voltage generated
by the DAC to the output of an Agilent 33522A wave-
form generator using a 10 µF capacitor. For sweeps of
the right gate voltage VR, the dc gate voltage is added
to the output of a Tektronix AWG7000 using a bias-tee
formed from a 5.6 nF capacitor and 2.8 kΩ resistor. The
bias-tee is thermalized at the mixing chamber.
For the dual gate-voltage rastering in “video mode,”

the AWG7000 generates the 40 µs VR ramp, while the
33522A generates the 20 ms VL ramp. We note that the
cryogenic circuit is built symmetrically, which allows the
rastering direction to be changed by simple switching of
room temperature cables. Finally, the marker output of
the AWG7000 is used to synchronize the AWG7000 and
the 33522A. Data acquisition is triggered using the sync
output of the 33522A signal generator.

2. JPA Pump Tone and Bias Setup

The parametric amplifier is pumped by a tone fpump

using an Agilent 8257D signal generator. For JPA cali-
bration, a room temperature switch is used to divert the
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Figure 6. Complete circuit diagram. All microwave sources and the Alazar data acquisition card are phase locked using a SRS
FS725 frequency standard. The gray colored components are not used in the present experiment.

fin tone into the pump port. The pump tone is added
to the signal exiting the microwave cavity using a Kry-
tar 120420 directional coupler. A second Krytar 120420
directional coupler can optionally be used to remove the
pump tone (leaving just the amplified signal), by adding
an appropriate cancellation tone with frequency fcancel.
However, it is not used in this experiment. The signal
reflected off of the JPA is amplified using a high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier mounted to the 3
K plate of the dilution refrigerator. Two room temper-
ature Miteq AFS3 amplifiers provide additional signal
amplification.

Two Pamtech isolators prevent the pump-tone from
leaking back towards the cavity, while an additional pair
of isolators is used to prevent HEMT amplifier noise from
traveling to the JPA. Finally, the dc magnetic field used
to bias the JPA is generated by a small 6000 turn coil of
superconducting wire. The coil is biased by adding a dc
voltage generated by a battery to the output of an Agilent
33522A signal generator, and allows very fine stepping of
the magnetic field.
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3. Heterodyne Demodulation Circuit

Frequency down-conversion to 12.5 MHz is achieved
using a local oscillator (LO) tone flo and a Marki Mi-
crowave M8-420MS mixer. The signal is then filtered and
further amplified, before being digitized at 250 MHz by
an Alazar ATS9625 FPGA/digitizer board. A reference
12.5 MHz signal is generated and digitized separately.
The FPGA multiplies the two signals together generating
the I quadrature signal. Additionally the FPGA phase-
shifts the reference by 90 degrees and multiplies it with
the signal to generate the Q quadrature signal. Both I
and Q signals are then filtered using a 12.5 MHz box-car
filter to remove the 25 MHz image of the signal. The
data stream is then passed to the computer over a PCI
express bus.

Appendix B: Extraction of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

as a Function of τ

To extract the SNR [53] as function of τ [see Fig. 4(e)],
we first oversample at 12.5 MS/s. After the data are
processed by the FPGA we apply an additional filter:

Qfilter(t, τ) =
tsample

τ

t+τ/2
∑

t′=t−τ/2

Q(t′). (B1)

Here the sum is taken over the discrete time steps, spaced
by tsample = 80 ns, τ is the target integration time,
t is time, and Q(t) is the measured response. This is
equivalent to a digital box-car filter, and has an approxi-
mately S(f) = sinc(fτ)2 spectral response. Here sinc(x)

= sin(πx)
πx is the normalized sinc function and f is the fre-

quency. The spectral response is only approximate due
to finite digitizer resolution and discrete sampling.

For large τ the above technique becomes impractical
due to the exceedingly slow gate voltage sweeps (com-
pared to the frequency response of the voltage adders)
and the large amounts of data that are generated. To
access longer values of τ we instead repeatedly sweep
through the charge transition of interest with a 50 Hz
repetition rate. Multiple time traces are averaged to ob-
tain a longer effective integration time τ :

Qavg(t, τ) =

τ/12.5 µs
∑

k=1

Qfilter [t+ (k − 1) · 20 ms, 12.5 µs]

τ/12.5 µs
. (B2)
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